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ABSTRACT
In this paper the authors proposed different Multilayer Perceptron Models (MLP) of artificial neural
networks (ANN) suitable for visual merchandising in Global Distribution (GDO) applications involving
supermarket product facing. The models are related to the prediction of different attributes concerning
mainly shelf product allocation applying times series forecasting approach. The study highlights the range
validity of the sales prediction by analysing different products allocated on a testing shelf. The paper shows
the correct procedures able to analyse most guaranteed results, by describing how test and train datasets
can be processed. The prediction results are useful in order to design monthly a planogram by taking into
account the shelf allocations, the general sales trend, and the promotion activities. The preliminary
correlation analysis provided an innovative key reading of the predicted outputs. The testing has been
performed by Weka and RapidMiner tools able to predict by MLP ANN each attribute of the experimental
dataset. Finally it is formulated an innovative hybrid model which combines Weka prediction outputs as
input of the MLP ANN RapidMiner algorithm. This implementation allows to use an artificial testing
dataset useful when experimental datasets are composed by few data, thus accelerating the self-learning
process of the model. The proposed study is developed within a framework of an industry project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual Merchandising (VM) is characterized in literature by the following research topics [1]:
• perspective analysis of the of the shelf;
• relationship between the various parts of the displayed products;
• movement effect induced by allocation of products;
• harmony;
• colors and lights.
Other studies have shown how the visual aspect is relevant for the consumer choice about
products allocated on a shelf [2].
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The concept of VM is extended in literature by the study of the online visual merchandising
(OVM) [3]-[4], by confirming that the analyses performed into a store are different if
compared with e-commerce ones. For this reason the visual impact of a supermarket shelf
could be a specific research topic of VM. Another interesting research topic correlated to
VM is the customer clustering by data mining enabling business processes [5]. Also
neurosciences have been applied in the field of VM, by studying sensory effects of the
consumer in neuromarketing [6] which follows precisely the logic of artificial neural
networks (ANNs). These ANNs have also been implemented in the marketing sector for
forecasting and predictive analysis [7]. Recent studies have instead validated the neural
network approach for forecasting of stock market price, showing how such networks can be a
powerful tool for financial analysis [8]. Other studies on neural networks are in analysis of
market shares [9]. These studies suggest the use ANNs also for VM applications. Some input
variables useful for VM analysis are marketing information, environmental information [10],
and customer information [11]. In the Global Distribution (GDO) field, ANNs have been
applied in [12] to predict sales of fresh food products such as fresh milk. Other input variables
useful for the shelf-space allocation analysis are product geometry, product orientation in the
shelves [13], sales number, price, promotion percentage, shelf distance [14], and social trend
[15]. In this direction data mining can support the shelf space allocation by applying different
approaches [16]. Recent scientific papers have discussed the superior predictive properties of
particular types of neural networks such as Deep Neural Networks (DNN) which are
characterized by different data processing layers [17]. Other recent studies have shown the
applicability of ANNs to the consumer model by means of the processing of customer loyalty
and customer satisfaction variables [18]. Other researchers highlighted the importance the
accuracy estimation about the reliability of the model [19]. Finally, in [20] researchers
focused their attention on consumer behavior which can affect sales. Concerning GDO
market basket analysis (MBA) represents a good tool for shelf planogram design and in
general for business intelligence of supermarkets [21]. This last study suggests as in the
proposed research to process data monthly thus orienting the planogram design on a medium
period.
Following the main topics analyzed in state of the art will be implemented different ANN
models able to process different attributes of supermarket orienting the research outputs on
the product facing and planogram design. The proposed paper is structured as follow:
•

description of the main specifications of the industry project;

•
description of the dataset model and of the data pre-processing phase by explaining the
attribute meaning and their importance in the analysis;
•
data processing of different times series forecasting ANN Weka and RapidMiner
models by interpreting different prediction outputs;
•
definition of new hybrid model ANN Weka/RapidMiner models useful for the selflearning phase.
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Figure 1. Main functional diagram of the project workflow: planograms constructed by multiple ANN
outputs.

2. PROJECT GOAL: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The industry project where the research has carried out concerns the development of different
models based on the analysis of different ANN outputs oriented on the design of shelf layouts.
In Fig. 1 is illustrated the architecture of the proposed project defined by the following input and
output specifications:
•

m number of inputs variables to process (attributes);

•
n number of ANN models where each model is able to predict a specific attribute of the
input dataset;
•

output processing module: "combiner" of the multiple ANN outputs;

•

planogram design based on the output reading.

In the first phase of the project have been defined the input data of the neural network models, by
taking into account the information found in the state of the art.
The data processing phase has been structured as follows:
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1.
data entry study by adopting appropriate databases as data sources (csv, Excel, MySQL,
big data system, etc.);
2.
data pre-processing: data pre-processing as choice of fundamental attributes and as data
normalization;
3.
use of other data mining algorithms useful for output interpretation (classification,
clustering, correlation Matrix, association rules, MBA indicators, etc.);
4.
development of workflows and scripts related to neural network algorithms (possible use
of tools such as Rapid Miner, Orange Canvas, KNIME, Weka or others);
5.

optimization of ANN parameters;

6.

execution of the ANN models;

7.

analysis of the accuracy of the models;

8.

output reporting;

9.

combination of model outputs and definition of procedures for planogram planning.

The main goal of the project is the definition of procedures suitable to plan a well-structured
planogram by combining the results of each individual neural network model. In this paper will
be focused the attention on neural network results and on output interpretations representing a
part of whole research project

3. DATASET MODEL AND PRE-PROCESSING
Below are indicated the attributes of the dataset model used for the neural network processing.
• Mese (last 47 months of sales);
• Azienda (name of the analysed GDO store);
• Incassi (monthly cash of the store);
• N_basso (number of products sold monthly which are positioned down the shelf);
• N_alto (number of products sold monthly which are positioned at the top of the shelf);
• N_Mezzo (number of products sold monthly which are positioned in the central area of the
shelf);
• Incassi (cash of monthly sales of all the products of a store);
• Incassi_scaffale (cash of monthly sales of products allocated on the analysed shelf);
• Scontrini (number of receipts pertaining the sale of the products of the whole store);
• N_promotion (product number monthly sold in promotions related the analysed shelf);
4
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• N_casalinghi (number of household products monthly sold related the analysed shelf);
• N_bibite (number of drinks monthly sold related the analysed shelf);
• N_biscotti (number of biscuits monthly sold related the analysed shelf).
Some attributes are reported in the colour legend of Fig.1. In Fig. 2 is illustrated the experimental
dataset.

Figure 2. Experimental dataset made by 47 records loaded into RapidMiner local repository.

A first analysis is performed a pre-processing by plotting the product sold in the different shelf
position. As illustrated in Fig. 3 it is evident that the products allocated in the central part of the
shelf are the most sold while the products placed in the top of the shelf are the less sold.
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Number of products sold

Product sold placed in the shelf down position (N_basso)
Product sold placed in the shelf center position (N_Mezzo)
Product sold placed in the shelf top position (N_alto)

Months

Figure 3. Analysis of the products sold in the last 47 months related to different shelf layout positions .

These graphical results highlights the importance of the central position in the VM strategy. For
the pre-processing has been applied the correlation data mining algorithm by means of the
“Correlation Matrix” module of RapidMiner tool shown in Fig. 4. A correlation is a number
between -1 and +1 that measures the degree of association between two Attributes (call them X
and Y). A positive value for the correlation implies a positive association. In this case large values
of X tend to be associated with large values of Y and small values of X tend to be associated with
small values of Y. A negative value for the correlation implies a negative or inverse association.
In this case large values of X tend to be associated with small values of Y and vice versa. The
outputs of the Correlation Matrix algorithms is illustrated in the table of Fig. 4. By means of the
data correlation pre-processing analysis it is possible to observe that there is an high positive
correlation between the total number of receipts of the store and the receipts associated with the
analyzed shelf: this proves that the visual impact of the analyzed shelf provided good results. The
table of Fig. 4 indicates also that there is a significant correlation (0.3) between the number of
shelf drinks sold and receipts. Another important correlation (0.258) is checked between
N_biscotti and N_Mezzo attributes: this means, for example, that the biggest sale of biscuits
happens when products are placed in the center of the shelf. Finally it is observed a slight
correlation between N_Mezzo and N_promozione attributes, thus showing that the products
available at the center are those usually in promotions.
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Figure 4. (Above) “Correlation Matrix” module of RapidMiner. (Below) correlation matrix results .

4. WEKA NEURAL NETWORK MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND
RESULTS
The models performed in this section are implemented in java language by using Eclipse
platform, and ANN Weka libraries. The models are based on time series forecasting with
Multilayer Perceptron -MLP- classifier [22]-[23]. A MLP represents a class of feedforward ANN,
consisting of at least three layers of nodes implementing a supervised learning technique called
backpropagation for training. Except for the input nodes, each node is a neuron that uses a
nonlinear activation function. All the predictive models proposed in this section have been
performed by an algorithm proposed in [22] which exhibits good performances and matching
with experimental values [22].
The first model is related to the prediction of cash related to a single GDO store. In Fig. 5 are
illustrated the monthly cash values and the first 6 predicted cash values (up to the 47th month are
data measured, from the 48th to 53th are the predicted values).
As example we report below a part of the main class java script concerning the attribute selections
of “Incassi” (cash) and “Mese” (month):
Istances sales = new Istances (trainreader);
// new forecaster
WekaForecaster forecaster = new WekaForecaster();
// cluster and classifier setting
forecaster.setFieldsToForecast(“Incassi”);
MultilayerPerceptron mlp = new MultilayerPerceptron();
forecaster.setBaseForecaster(mlp);
// time stamp setting
forecaster.getTSLagMaker().setTimeStampField(“Mese”);
…..
// prediction number
7
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int steps =6;
Observing value amplitudes of Fig. 4 it is possible to note that only the first three value matches
with possible certain values. The other three predicted samples could provide only an uncertain
predicted values (anomalous amplitudes if compared with store cash monthly values).
Monthly cash of the store (Incassi)
Cash prediction (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Cash [Euro]

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 5. Weka model 1: prediction results.

The model 2 focus the attention on the cash related to a single analyzed shelf. In this case is
considered the forecast prediction of 24 months, obtaining the results of Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it is
observed a regular trend behavior of cash that continues approximately for each 12 months. For
this case only the first four predictive results are more certain.
Monthly cash shelf (Incassi_scaffale)
Cash shelf prediction (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Cash [Euro]

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 6. Weka model 2: prediction results.
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In the model 3 of Fig. 7 are illustrated the output results of the MLP ANN algorithm applied to
the receipt number prediction: as for the previous model also in this case is observed a regular
trend, and only the first five predictive results are more certain.
Monthly number of receipts
Prediction of number of receipts (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Receipts number

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 7. Weka model 3: prediction results.

In the model 4 of Fig. 8 are illustrated the predictive sales pertaining to the products positioned at
the top of the analyzed shelf. In this case it is observed a certain convergence of the solution for
the first 4 predicted months.

Number of products sold allocated on the shelf top

Monthly number of products sold (placed on the shelf top)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 8. Weka model 4: prediction results.
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By the model 5 it is estimated the sales prediction of products placed on the shelf down part: the
first predicted four values of the irregular trend enhances an initial increase of the quantity of
products followed by a fast decrease.

Number of products sold allocated on the shelf down

Monthly number of products sold (placed on the shelf down)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 9. Weka model 5: prediction results.

Number of products sold allocated on the shelf middle

The predictive results of model 6 shows the prediction of the product that will be sold if placed on
the middle part of the shelf, where only the first two predicted values are trusted.

Monthly number of products sold (placed on the shelf middle)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 10. Weka model 6: prediction results.

Finally model 7 (Fig. 11), model 8 (Fig. 12) and model 9 (Fig. 13) indicate the sales prediction of
drinks, of household products and of biscuits placed in the middle of the shelf, respectively.
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Number of drinks sold allocated on the shelf middle

Monthly number of drinks sold (placed on the shelf middle)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 11. Weka model 7: prediction results.

Number of household products allocated on the shelf middle

Monthly number of household products sold (placed on the shelf middle)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 12. Weka model 8: prediction results.
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More certain ppredicted values

Uncertain predicted values

Months

Figure 13. Weka model 9: prediction results.

For all the plots of Weka results have been applied the RapidMiner Scatter Multiple function, and
the “Append” object able to plot the predicted results (red lines) after the real ones (blue lines).
All the models have been executed by setting the following best parameters: learning rate of 0.3,
momentum of 0.2, training time of 500, validation set size equals to zero, seed equals to zero, and
hidden layers equals to (number of attributes + classes) / 2.
In order to estimate the variability of the results have been executed different predictions by
changing the learn rate parameter L, observing that the learning rate of L= 0.3 represents a good
compromise between convergent solutions and low variability (see Fig. 14). We observe that the
learning rate is one of the most important hyper-parameters to tune for training deep neural
networks [24]. The definition of the its optimum value will increase the prediction accuracy [24].
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Cash shelf prediction

Best Learning Rate

Months

Figure 14. Weka: choice of the best learning rate indicating a slower oscillation response versus months.

All the first predicted values of the proposed Weka predictive models indicate the more certain
values. In table 1 are summarized these first values representing with green color the increase
trend and with the red color the decrease one.
Attribute
Cash
Shelf cash
Receipts
Down shelf
Top shelf
Middle shelf
Promotion
Household
Drinks
Biscuits

Last value (47
th month)
39209
1050
722
38
20
67
7
8
10
11

First predicted value
(48 th month)
48166
1325
758
19
29
39
25
14
14
17

Increase/ decrease
trend

Table 1: increase/decrease trend.

The results of table 1 show that only the two attributes indicated with the red color will suffer a
decrease in sales. Let's now define some useful observations for planogram design based on the
results displayed during the simulations. For a better forecasting and shelf planning will be
considered only the initial trend. The products placed in down and middle part of the shelf will be
characterized by a decrease: being the promotion correlated with products allocated in down shelf
region (see table of Fig. 4), a corrective action could be to promote these products. Also the
products placed in middle could be promoted. The products positioned at the top, as they are
expected to increase their sales, could be repositioned in the last position. The last position could
also be maintained for household products, biscuits and drinks. Another solution could be to
move some biscuits or drinks or household products in the middle to leave the space to other
products. In any case, a greater turnout of customers and a greater total cash-out are expected, so
13
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that promotional activities could be applied in a non-strong way. Furthermore, even if the current
shelf configuration is maintained, there will be a relevant increase of shelf cash, so it is not
recommended even to make large movements.

5.
RAPID MINER NEURAL NETWORK
ALTERNATIVE MLP ANN MODEL

MODEL

:

AN

MLP ANN developed by RapidMiner workflow are applied in industrial research [25]. The use of
objects constituting a workflow facilitates the execution of the MLP ANN algorithms simply
setting parameters by graphical user interfaces – GUIs-. In Fig. 15 is illustrated the RapidMiner
workflow applied for sales prediction. The developed model has been performed on the ANN
network layout reported in Fig. 16 having a single hidden layer configuration.

Figure 15. RapidMiner workflow implementing MLP ANN.

Figure 16. RapidMiner: MLP ANN layout.
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The RapidMiner MLP ANN model is applied on cash prediction in order to propose an alternative
model, by providing the results of Fig. 17 with a good performance: an absolute error of only
(62.925 Euro +/- 52.898 Euro is checked).

Cash [Euro]

Monthly cash shelf (Incassi_scaffale)
Cash shelf prediction (in future months)

Months

Figure 17. RapidMiner: comparison between real values of the last monthly cash shelf and predicted ones.

number of drinks monthly sold related the analyzed shelf

The model of Fig. 15 has been applied also for the prediction of the drink sales by achieving an
absolute error of 1.253 +/- 1.074 (see Fig. 18). These data processing models prove that
RapidMiner could be a good alternative to apply the models previously discussed.
Monthly number of drinks sold (placed on the shelf middle)
Prediction of number of product sold (in future months)

Months

Figure 18. RapidMiner: comparison between real values of the last monthly cash shelf and predicted ones .
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By observing the last real values in blue color of Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, and the first ones of the
prediction indicated by the red color, it is observed a good matching with results indicated in table
1: in both case an initial increase is checked.

6. INNOVATIVE RAPIDMINER AND WEKA HYBRID MODEL
The performance of the MLP ANN algorithms could be optimized by constructing an hybrid
model involving Weka and RapidMiner algorithms. This approach is useful for cases
characterized by an experimental dataset made by few records thus allowing to accelerate the self
learning process. In Fig. 19 is illustrated the innovative hybrid model designed as a merge of
Weka and RapidMiner MLP ANN algorithms: the initial training and testing dataset are the input
data of the Weka models described in section IV, besides the RapidMiner workflow will process
the initial training dataset and, as testing, will process the output of the Weka algorithm.

I1

Training
dataset

RapidMiner
MLP ANN

Predictive
results
(Output 2)

Testing dataset
I2
Weka MLP
ANN

Output: new
testing dataset
Output1

(b)

I1

I2
Figure 19. Innovative flow chart: (a) hybrid Weka/RapidMiner model optimizing experimental dataset, (b)
RapidMiner workflow implementing the hybrid model.

By executing the flowchart of Fig. 19 (a) and Fig. 19 (b) for the prediction of drinks placed on the
shelf middle, are obtained the outputs results of Fig. 20, where output 1 indicates the outputs of
the Weka algorithm, and output 2 are the final predicted values of the RapidMiner workflow
model of Fig. 19 (b). We observe that also using testing dataset having a strong oscillation, the
final output results are characterized by a lower amplitude of oscillation.
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Output 1

Output 2
1

1

24

45

Number of Months

Figure 20. Hybrid model outputs: output of the Weka predictive model (output 1), and output of the final
values predicted by the RapidMiner algorithm (output 1). Months 1 refers to the first predicted values.

Prediction of number of drinks sold allocated on the shelf middle

The comparison results of Fig. 21 highlights that the output of proposed hybrid model is
convergent to the previous one shown in Fig. 15, thus confirming that it is possible to increase the
initial experimental dataset in order to accelerate the self learning process by adding an
“artificial” testing dataset which is an output of another prediction MLP ANN model.

RapidMiner model of Fig. 15
RapidMiner hybrid model of Fig. 19

Months

Figure 21. Hybrid model output: comparison of the outputs of the hybrid model of Fig. 19, with the outputs
of the model of Fig. 15.
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7. CONCLUSION
The goal of the paper is the formulation of a model composed by a multiple MLP ANN networks
applied in GDO sales prediction. Each MLP ANN network is able to predict sales by analysing a
specific attribute. The experimentation is focused on the analysis of products allocated on a
supermarket shelf by providing solutions for planogram design. The prediction results are related
of total sales of a store and of sales related a testing shelf, by differentiating the analysis of some
attributes such as products placed on the top, middle and down part of the shelf, products in
promotions, and different kind of product typologies. A preliminary analysis showed some
important relationships and correlations between attributes useful for the outputs interpretation
and for the planogram design. Weka MLP ANN algorithms have been adopted for the prediction
of the initial trend of the products allocated on the testing shelf. RapidMiner MLP ANN models
have been indicated as alternative performing approaches. Finally has been proposed an hybrid
model integrating both WEKA and RapidMiner algorithms implemented in this paper. This last
model is suitable for self learning approaches processing a dataset of few sample.
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